WATER      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
When I arrived in Constantinople, the Grande Rue de Pera was
more like the Nevsky Prospekt of St. Petersburg than the main street
of the Turkish capital. It was packed with thousands and thousands
of Wiangd's White Army, which had just been evacuated, mainly in
British ships, from the Crimea. It was a pitiful sight, but, as always,
the Russian women were marvellous. They set up shops and
restaurants, and Heaven knows what beside, and in general kept their
men alive. It was the French Government which, all credit to them,
took charge of the Army and found them quarters and accommodation
and work. Wrangel himself I used to see from time to time. In the
good old pre-war days he belonged to the Garde a Cheval, Prince
Serge Belosselsky's regiment, and was one of the few Russians who
used to play polo with us at St. Petersburg. The Grand Duke
Dmitri Pavlovitch was another, and occasionally Prince Michael
Cantacuzene, who had married Julia Grant, a daughter of the famous
Federal leader of the Civil War.
The political situation at Constantinople at the end of 1920 was a
complicated one. The capital itself was in Allied occupation, and it
was the three Allied High Commissioners (British, French, and
Italian) who in the final resort governed it, since at their back were the
threeArmiesof Occupationand threepowerfulFleets. General "Tim"
Harington was G.O.C.-in-C. the Allied Forces and Admiral de
Robeck the Senior Naval C.-in-C. We co-operated with the Sultan's
Government, of which Tewfik Pasha, a typical old Turk, was Prime
Minister. But the Sultan's writ only ran where the Allied Armies of
Occupation could enforce it, i.e. in Turkey in Europe, with a narrow
strip on the Asiatic side. Over in Asia Minor the real Turkey of
Mustapha Kemal with his National Pact took no orders from anybody
and defied both Allies and the Greeks. For, largely to prevent another
possible Italian coup a la Fiume, the Greek armies of Venizelos had
occupied Smyrna in the spring of 1919 and were trying to force their
way to Angora to succour the great numbers of Greeks in Anatolia
and to overthrow Mustapha Kemal. It was a war in which the three
occupying Powers, who merely controlled Constantinople and the
Straits of the Dardanelles and Bosphorus, took no part. So long as
the Greek nation was united under Venizelos the Greek armies in
Anatolia fought fairly successfully and stoutly. But the plebiscite in
Greece at the end of 1920, which restored the monarchy to power and
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